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Introduction
 
In September 2018, LLB Architects  was asked 
by MassDevelopment to visit the New Bedford 
State Pier to discuss condensation issues that 
were occurring within the recently completed 
refrigerated wharehouse, known as the “Reefer”. 

LLB and their team of architectural, mechanical, 
electrical, refrigeration, and cost estimating 
consultants, conducted a studyof the New Bedford 
State Pier Reefer in New Bedford, MA; a facility 
managed by MassDevelopment.

The New Bedford State Pier Reefer Study report 
was developed to inform MDFA on any emergency 
repairs that were uncovered during the duration 
of this study and any conceptual solutions to 
correct issues to help mitigate the condensation 
issues and allow the refrigerated warehouse, 
potentialy, to be used as intended. This report is 
not be used as engineered solutions or detailed 
design construciton documents.  

This report is accompanied with digital, tabular, 
and photographic information; to provide 
additional analysis and reporting as needed.

LLB Architects wishes to thank MassDevelopment 
and the Pier Operations and Facilty Managers for 
their time, expertise, and contributions to the 





Executive 
Summary
New Bedford State Pier,      
Building 2 Reefer Study
In addition to the Facalities Assessment, a simultaneous 
study was being conducted at New Bedford State Pier’s 
Building 2, which was rehabilitated to incorporate a 
refrigerated space. Working in tandem, this report 
takes a longer-term approach and provides suggestions 
for improved function an use of that facility while the 
assessment incorporates emergency and life-safety 
findings related to the use of Building 2. This report from 
the Reefer Study is provided as an Exhibit to the Facaility 
Assessment.

Summary

Recently converted in 2017 through a joint DCR/DCAMM 
effort, the former non-conditioned dry warehouse, 
Building #2, was intended to provide 26,000 square 
feet of climate controlled (refrigerated) cargo storage. 
This conversion was based on maintaining the 
existing building envelope and installing a secondary 
inner-envelope “cooler” and associated refrigeration 
system. Observations by MassDevelopment during 
the original design teams attempt to solve humidity 
issues within the installed project throughout 2018 led 
MassDevelopment to engage a forensic engineering 
team, lead by LLB Architects, to identify the deficiencies 
of the installed cooler in 2019, and to analyze such 
against the intended use. This analysis has identified 
the warehouse as currently configured cannot provide 
the intended use of year round refrigerated storage 
of perishable product due to the building and building 
systems configuration, excess envelope infiltration, and 
the absence of dehumidification. This detailed analysis 
of this structure has identified that various revisions 
need to be conducted in order to replace damaged 
components of the electrical system prior to any reuse, 
estimated at $120k the agency is currently reviewing 
this scope of repairs with the evaluation team in order 
to conduct these adjustments this year to allow at 
minimum the reuse of the warehouse in the winter 
months. The analysis also identifies suggested revisions 
with estimated costs up to $1.7M that would produce 
a betterment to the existing conditions extending use 
throughout the year with operational restrictions, in 

lieu of a complete replacement of the building with a 
fully engineered design valued at approximately $9M. 
These suggested revisions include the reconfiguration of 
the main east wharf cargo door to produce a vestibule 
with multiple cargo doors and positive air pressure, 
this would reduce the overall storage capacity of the 
warehouse and increase operational expenses but 
would allow for less infiltration when using the east 
wharf cargo door, limiting seasonal use of the east wharf 
cargo door and reconfiguring the south east corner of 
building #1 could also provide a similar solution without 
reducing the overall square footage of refrigerated 
storage. Removal and reinstallation of the recently 
installed interior cooler walls and ceiling with insulated 
panels, and sealing all joints would reduce the outdoor 
air infiltration observed by infa-red and smoke tests 
performed in 2019. Reducing the overall volume of the 
space by lowering the ceiling height within the cooler 
would also assist. Revisions to all electrical penetrations 
entering the cooler to gasketed non-metallic materials 
would reduce the intake of moisture into the conditioned 
environmental and the electrical distribution system. 
Additions and revisions to the existing refrigeration 
assembly and addition of a dedicated HVAC system 
between the cooler and adjacent electrical room, 
replacement of non-insulated doors and regasketing 
around all door assemblies will produce a betterment 
to the current conditions. However, the evaluation 
team believes that these are further investments into a 
facility that was initially constructed for a different use, 
and then modified without a clearly defined end user’s 
requirements. We believe a more appropriate course of 
action would correct the critical issues identified within 
the following capital plan to allow for the continuation of 
the seasonal cargo use throughout the winter (October 
to April), and in parallel seeking users for this space for 
the balance of the year that could utilize the structure 
as is, or evaluating the cost of any revisions associated 
with a specific need against the overall return of such 
investment.

Project Team
LLB ARCHITECTS
LLB assembled a team of consultants to review existing 
as-builts, submittals and other available information as 
well as on-site observations, interviews with building 
operators and performed in situ testing. Brian Valentine, 
AIA, LEED AP was the Architect and Project Manager for 
this project and Neal Bijlani was the Facility Assessment 
Lead.
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SIMPSON GUMPERTZ & HEGER 
SGH was brought onto the team to perform envelop and 
other testing inside of the reefer unit. Derek B. 
McCowan, P.E. was the Senior Project Manager, Holbrook 
C. Phelan and Chris Grey were the Building Technology 
Staff.

ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERS INC.  
AEI was brought onto the team as the Mechanical and 
Electrical engineers. Charles Proctor was the Mechanical 
Engineer and Jack Crocker was the Electrical Engineer. 

BARRY WEHMILLER DESIGN GROUP 
FACILITY SOLUTIONS

BWDG were brought onto the team as the 
Refrigeration Engineer.  Jamie Martin was the 
refrigeration engineer and was responsible to 
evaluate the evaporators, controls and  

VJ ASSOCIATES, INC. OF SUFFOLK 
VJA were brought onto the team to perform cost 
estimates of the conceptual repairs that were identified 
and discussed by the Project Team. Himanshu Parmar, 
CEP was the Senior Cost Estimator. 

FORTIN ELECTRIC 
FE were brought onto the team as a Licensed Electrician 
and walked with the Electrical Engineer to assist the 
Electrical Engineer in performing observations inside 

electrical panels and equipment.

Summaries of Findings
ASSESSMENT OF REFRIGERATION ENVELOPE

1. Operational Recommendations

 a. Reduce the dimensions of overhead doors and   
 openings to the smallest size practical, to limit air   
 flow into the cooler unit and interstitial spaces. 

 b. Eliminate unnecessary doors and seal the    
 openings. 

2. Mechanical System Recommendations

 a. Install mechanical systems to control the    
 temperature and humidity levels at the electrical   
 room and other nonrefrigerated spaces adjacent to  
 the cooler, including the interstitial spaces    
 described above.

 b. Positively pressurize the cooler by installing a   
 new air-handling unit that can supply cooled and   
 dehumidified outdoor air into the cooler. 

Blower door testing at exterior hollow metal door having direct access into the Reefer from the exterior.
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3. Enclosure Repair Recommendations

 a. The recommendations in this section are    
 intended to improve the airtightness of the cooler   
 enclosure. They may not need to be fully    
 implemented for condensation control, provided   
 the supply air in the cooler is enough pressure to   
 overcome any air infiltration through the    
 enclosure. These air seals will help the mechanical   
 system to control air pressure more reliably. 

  i. Panel Joints and Perimeters, many of the   
  joints in the insulated metal panel system   
  remain, it appears, to be unsealed (dry    
  connections). We recommend removing the   
  existing butyl tape and metal trim at metal   
  composite panel wall-to-ceiling joints. Seal   
  these joints at the exterior (warm side of the   
  cooler enclosure) with a new strip of self-  
  adhering membrane. Seal wall-to-ceiling   
  joints at interior (cold side of cooler    
  enclosure) with a new sealant bead. Reinstall   

  metal trim bed in sealant at fastener    
  penetrations. 

  ii. Reduce air leakage and surface     
  condensation at the base of the walls as   
  follows: 
   1. Install a pourable sealant between   
   the existing concrete curb and the   
   insulated cooler wall to mitigate air   
   leakage at the base of wall. 
   
   2. Should the sealant fail to     
   substantially reduce or eliminate air   
   leakage, insulate the concrete curb with  
   high density rigid insulation, and    
   protect with preformed metal cover   
   that  extends from the concrete slab to   
   the vertical faceof the insulated panel   
   wall. Fully bed the metal flanges of the   
   cover in sealant at the slab and wall.   
   Lap seal transverse seams airtight.

Infrared Flir testing of the Reefer by SGH team.
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3. Install sealant at longitudinal panel-to-panel joints in 
the ceiling and wall assemblies. 
 a.Install sealant at all unsealed exterior ceiling   
 joints (i.e., longitudinal joints) and exterior wall   
 joints wherever accessible. 

 b. Penetrations (electrical conduit) remove existing   
 excess spray foam, putty or sealant at existing   
 penetrations. Refer to electrical suggestion for new  
 insulated penetrations. 

 c. Install a sheet metal collar and nonflammable   
 insulation around all heater flue penetrations.   
 Install high-temperature sealant at the exterior side  
 of the exterior wall and at the exterior side (warm   
 side of the unit) of the insulated metal wall panels   
 at heater flue penetrations where accessible. 

4. Swing Doors

 a. Hollow Metal Doors: remove all hollow metal   
 swing doors. Install new high performance,    
 insulated, gasketed and thermally broken doors   
 and frames that are appropriate for refrigerated   

 spaces. Wherever possible, install in-swing doors   
 (doors that open into the cooler) wherever feasible   
 (non-egress doors, etc..).

 b. Insulated Swing Doors: upgrade gaskets, sweeps   
 and other air seals in existing doors and vision   
 lites.  Alternatively, if not possible to adequately   
 modify the weather-stripping at insulated swing   
 doors, remove and replace all insulated swing   
 doors with higher performing (thermal resistance)   
 insulated swing doors. 

 c. Seal the perimeter of the existing interior    
 window (cooler to hallway) at entire perimeter,   
 both sides. 

5. Overhead Doors

 a. Remove the existing OH coiling doors and    
 rubber curtains at the north and east elevations.   
 Install new, smaller, high performance refrigerated-  
 grade insulated OH doors including thermal breaks  
 at doors frames, gasketing/weather-stripping, air   

Typical interior view of the exsting Reefer.
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 curtains and heat-trace and other localized heat   
 (blowers) per BWDG recommendation. Provide   
 new structural fiberglass framing at smaller    
 openings. Infill openings with insulated metal   
 panels. 

 b. Upgrade gaskets (weather-stripping) at the base   
 of the existing loading dock doors at exterior walls   
 at the west elevation (facing parking lot) where the   
 existing metal composite panels meet existing   
 loading dock levelers. 

6. Access Hatch Doors
 a. Remove access hatch doors and install    
 refrigerator-grade insulated, thermally broken, and  
 gasketed hatches at wall and ceiling panels. 

MECHANICAL ASSESSMENT (BUILDING HVAC)

1. Cooling serving the electrical room adjacent to the 
cooler is provided by a small exhaust fan with no 
makeup air. This is inadequate for the 75 kVa 
transformer located in the space. Additionally, there is an 

uninsulated door directly from the electrical room to the 
cooler that is not needed. This appears to be a design 
oversight.
 a. Install 1-1 mini-split cooling unit with 24 MBH   
 (2 ton) capacity and low ambient cooling.
 
 b. Replace existing door with insulated door or   
 remove door and patch wall with insulated panel.

2. Gas unit heaters and thermostats installed in the 
cooler are not appropriate for the cooler environment. 
Condensation on the inside of the cooler may cause 
premature failure of thermostats and gas heaters. This is 
a design error but is a low priority.
 a. Replace thermostats with industrial model    
 specific for refrigerated environment (9     
 thermostats).
 b. Replace gas-fire unit heaters with equivalent   
 electric unit heaters (9 units).

3. Interstitial space above the cooler is heated by unit 
heaters and cooled by exhaust fans with intake air. 
Neither the heaters nor the fans are monitored by any 
central controller and access to this equipment is 
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challenging. This is recommended for long term 
maintenance.
 a. Install temperature sensor in the interstitial   
 space with high and low limit alarms. Alarms    
 should read out to the central BMS or a panel   
 mounted in a conspicuous location.

ELECTRICAL ASSESSMENT

Water has infiltrated branch circuit conduits feeding 
equipment inside the cooler and has caused failures and 
intermittent outages. From our investigation It appears 
that the water infiltration is being caused by the method 
by which the conduits have been sealed at the 
penetration to the cooler.
 
 a. Seal all electrical, fire alarm conduits penetrating   
 the cooler per the attached details including pvc   
 conduit at the penetration to prevent thermal   
 bridging. (approx. 200 penetrations)
 
 b. Replace (12) emergency lighting battery units   
 damaged by water.
 
 c. Inspect and test (56) lighting drivers in ceiling LED  
 fixtures for ground faults.
 
 d. Inspect and test (25) fire alarm devices for    
 ground faults.
 
 e. Inspect and test (22) ceiling mounted mechanical  
 equipment connection

REFRIGERATION ASSESSMENT

On March 29, 2019, Design Group Facility Solutions, Inc. 
(Design Group) observed the current conditions of the 
Cooler and those spaces adjacent to it that may have 
impact on the space.  Although no condensation was 
present during site visit, existing conditions of building 
provided insight to what may be causing condensation to 
form.  The large door separating Harbor and Cooler has 
a larger load impact than the total coil capacity of the 
room with how the facility operates.  This narrative is 
divided into two parts.  The first part is for measures to 
mitigate condensation within the building to allow for 
continuation of storage.  The second part contains 
measures that may provide a higher level of stability 
within the room.  The following measures are to provide 
a general understanding of the observations while on 
site for preliminary pricing.  Additional information shall 
be provided in Design Group’s full comprehensive report 

attached to this report.

1. 24’x16’ Door from Cooler to Harbor remains open 12 
hours a day during operation.

 a. Remove Door and provide two (2) new 12’x12’   
 rapid roll doors.

 b. Rapid roll doors to be on motion sensors.

2. Harbor doors should have a vestibule to separate the 
Cooler from the outdoor environment.

 a. Create a ±600 square foot vestibule with dividing  
 wall to create two spaces (one   for incoming traffic   
 and one for exiting).
 
 b. Provide 12’x12’ rapid roll doors for entrance into   
 each divided vestibule.
 
 c. Rapid roll doors to be on motion sensors.
 
 d. Door to vestibule and door to Cooler shall not be  
 open simultaneously.

3. Vestibule environment requires a lower dew point 
than currently operating.
 a. Two new air units/condensing units will serve the  
 vestibule area.

4. Overhead doors separating Building One (ambient) 
and Two (+40 deg F) can be left open 12 hours a day.
 a. Existing air curtains installed above 24’x16’    
 door to be relocated to each of the overhead    
 doors separating Building One from Building    
 Two.
 
 b. Provide new air curtains sized for new doors   
 to new vestibule.

Additional Cooler Recommendations

1. Condensate pumps are not a common practice for this 
scenario
 
 a. Remove condensate pumps and provide    
 defrost drain piping to a common defrost drain   
 main in room.  Terminate to splash block    
 outside building.

2. Defrost sensors on coils appear to not be located per 
manufacturer’s recommendation.
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 a. Relocate sensors so one is at top of coil and one   
 at bottom.

3. Evaporator airflow distribution in series
 
 a. Relocate multiple evaporators, so airflow pattern  
 is from center of building towards North and South  
 walls.

4. Owner representative requested add for upgrade of 
local controls to full Direct Digital Control package (DDC).
 
 a. Provide new control panel with input/outputs for  
 current system control (3 separate zones).
 i. 9 Evaps/5 Condensers in Cooler (Zone 1)
 ii. 2 Evaps/1 Condensers (each in Zones 2,3)
  iii. Sensors Input
  iv. VFD Control
  v. Condenser Control
  vi. Output from Local control for Faults/   

Typical warehouse space in Building 1, note this space is not refrigerated, but abut the Reefer with large overhead doors..

  Warnings
 b. Provide remote access for notification of   
 alerts.

Regardless of the repair scheme(s) selected, develop 
detailed design documents for the repair campaign, 
and execute representative mock-up of repair work 
prior to completion of widespread repairs. 

Review mockup work to assess and verify the 
effectiveness of mockup repairs prior to completing 
widespread repairs.
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2

1

6

5

W2

W3

W5

W6

1  Building 1

2  Building 2

3  Building 3

4  Building 4

5  Building 5

6  Building 6

7A  Building 7A

7B  Building 7B

8  Building 8

S1  Tonnesen Park

S2  Parking Area 1

S3  Parking Area 2

S4  Parking Area 3

S5  Paved Area

S6  Site Entrance

S7  Parking Area 4

W1  South Wharf

W2  East Wharf

W3  North Wharf

W4  North Side Pier

W5  Southeast Corner

W6  Northeast Corner

W7  Roll-on/Roll-off
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A project website for the New Bedford State Pier Reefer Study provided an environment to store and access 
photos, files. All team members could access the site to review project schedule and collaborate.



Methodology
This Reefer Study includes documentation of the 
engieers observations on-site, field testing and review 
of the as-built documets provided by MDFA at the New 
Bedford State Pier in New Bedford, MA. The resulting 
analysis is a distillation of broad-range and detailed 
observations made by a team of consultants from 
architectural, mechanical, electrical, refrigeration and 
building envelope disciplines. The primary objective of 
the reefer study was to identify and observe systems, 
assemblies, and/or components of the refrigerated box 
and provide recommendations for deficient items as 
well as identify what the operating peramiters are. All 
observations and recommendations made by the team 
were the result of existing document review, interviews, 
and field surveys.

Those results were discussed by all team members, 
and were broadly discussed by members of MDFA. 
As a supplement to this report, their raw obseration 
documents are included

SUPPLEMENTS TO THIS REPORT
• AEI Mech & Elec Narrative dated April 11, 2019
• SGH Report dated 30 April, 2019
• BWDG Report dated May 3, 2019
• VJA NBSP Cost Estimate April 30, 2019
• Photo repository
• Archive as-built drawing sets
 

OBSERVATION SCOPE AND EXCLUSIONS

Site and Civil, Structural Frame and Exterior Building 
Envelope, Roofing:  was not part of this study and 
therefore excluded. 

Interior Elements:  Visual inspection of typical occupied 
spaces including the Reefer, loading docks, corridors, and 
special or unusual areas. Observations and deficiencies 
are noted for typical floor, wall, and ceiling finishes. 
Analyses of furnishings, fixtures, equipment, space 
utilization, space suitability, and user comfort issues was 
not conducted.

Plumbing:  Other than penetrations through the insulated 
panels were not part of this study and therefore 
excluded. 

Heating, Venting, and Cooling:  The mechanical and 
refrigeration systems and equipment was reviewed 

as a part of this study. Observations, findings and 
recommendations are identified in this report. 

Electrical:  Identification and observation of the service 
provided, size, visual of the distribution system including 
panels, transformers, meters, emergency generation, 
and exit signs as well as penetration details. .

Fire Protection:  Other than penetrations through 
the insulated panels were not part of this study and 
therefore excluded. 

Life Safety:  Visual identification related to building egress 
and their relationship to apparent conformance with 
original design intent. 

ADDITIONAL EXCLUSIONS
• Utility infrastructure including but not limited to 

steam, chilled water, tunnel systems, filtration, 
transformers, telecommunications and subsurface 
storm/sewer.

• Structural analysis (loads, calculations, etc.)
• Roof testing
• Hazardous materials

A Blower Door test was conducted to positivley 
and then negativly pressurize the Reefer.
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FIELD SURVEY PROCESSES
Walk-through surveys were conducted for the collection 
of in-place equipment and  at the New Bedford State Pier 
Reefer. 

The purpose of each team members field survey was to 
visually observe the facility to gather information that 
were visible and readily accessible.

The Reefer was photographed from interior, exterior 
(hallways) and from above, highlighting components, 
representative conditions, and any unique or unusual 
areas of interest. The field survey photo repository 
serves as a record of typical conditions, identification 
of materials, and deficiencies, and is included as a 
deliverable in this assessment.

TESTING
Onsite testing was performed by SGH which included 
2 tests. The first testing that was perfomed was the 
Infrared Flir Test, which is a test using a highly sensitve 
thermal camera designed to pick up and document via 
photograph areas where thermal differences occur. 
The thermal differences can identify areas where air 
exhcnges (leaking) is occuring. 

The second test performed was a blower door and 
smoke test. In this test the main man doors were sealed 
with apparratus that includes fans, which are able to 
either bring air in to the reefer or exhaust it, creating 
positvly or negativley pressurred space. Smoke was 
then  introduced in each of those scenarios to exploit 
penetrtaions, gaps or other areas where air leakage is 
occurring.  

The testing report is attached to this report for reference.

DOCUMENT REVIEW AND INTERVIEW PROCESSES 
The purpose of including document review and 
interviews was to supplement the field survey and to 
assist the team’s understanding of the facility and any 
pre-existing deficiencies or ongoing maintainence efforts.

A variety of existing documents, such as as-built plans, 
submittals from the construction and reports, were 
obtained in the discovery stage of the project. 

Information of primary interest to the study included 
records indicating the age of building systems and 
components, studies, historical data, as-built conditions, 
and quantitative data.

Interviews with property managers and facility personell 
who were involved during the construction project as 
well as during the first stages of getting the building 
operational were conducted before and during the field 
survey, to aid in information collection, clarification on a 
observation, or to obtain access,

COST ESTIMATING
Based on the field survey, testing and other information 
gathered during the document review and interviews, all 
items requiring repair or replacement, were assigned a 
quantity, cost, and location to obtain order-of-magnitude 
estimates for deferred maintenance and short-term 
recommendations. Sources of cost information were 
obtained and verified through the cost estimator and 
may reflect information from the estimator’s database 
or files, owner’s historical experience costs, or other 
qualified sources that the consultant determines 
appropriate. Opinions of probable costs were limited 
to construction related costs; those types of costs that 
commonly are provided by contractors who perform the 
work. A cost description details the work that is included 
and how the cost was derived. This detailed information 
is provided in the data file, not in the cost summaries in 
this report. 

Opinions of remedies and costs should only be 
construed as preliminary, order-of-magnitude budgets. 
Actual costs will most likely vary from the consultant’s 
opinions on matters such as type and design of 
suggested remedy, quality of materials and installation, 
manufacturer and type of equipment or system selected, 
field conditions, phasing of the work, project delivery 
method, and market conditions.

The Cost Estimate is attached to this report for reference. 

IMMEDIATE LIFE SAFETY ISSUES
Some observations identifid immediate life safety 
concerns that must, in our opinion be addressed with 
great urgency. As the condensation was obsereved at 
numerous times since the facility was operational, there 
has been direct damage to the Emergency Light fixtures 
within the Reefer. Water appears to have collected 
in these fixutres and corroded the battery back-ups, 
rendering them useless should a fire event occur. The 
electrical engineer commented that the Fire Alarm Horn/
Strobe fixtures should be tested as well along with the 
entire electrical system. 
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Refrigeration Engineer reviewing the current refrigeration equipment control system.
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All costs include a 33.50% markup of soft costs, to account for Design and Engineering, General Conditions and Requirements, Bond 
& Insurance, Permits, and Contractor Overhead and Fee. Costs are presented in 2019 dollars; a 3.50% escalation factors is included.

AMOUNT  

OPERATIONAL

AMOUNT  

MECHANICAL

AMOUNT  

ENCLOSURE

1. DEMOLITION $5,850 $4,500 $17,440

2. STRUCTURAL $14,500 $0 $0

3. ARCHITECTURAL $265,142 $8,000 $244,094

4. MEPFP $35,526 $530,736 $0

SUB TOTAL $321,018 $543,236 $261,534

GENERAL CONDITIONS 10% $32,102 $54,324 $26,153

SUB TOTAL $353,119 $597,560 $287,687

OVERHEAD & PROFIT 10% $35,312 $59,756 $28,769

SUB TOTAL $388,431 $657,316 $316,456

DESIGN CONTINGENCY 20% $77,686 $131,463 $63,291

SUB TOTAL $466,117 $788,779 $379,747

ESCALATION 3.5% $16,314 $27,607 $13,291

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST $482,432 $816,386 $393,039

STUDY ESTIMATE

NEW BEDFORD STATE PIER 

SUMMARY

ITEM # DESCRIPTION

REFRIGERATED WAREHOUSE CONDENSATION STUDY

4/30/2019 Page 3 of 9

Costs by Description



Itemized Descriptions
Recommendation Descriptions
1.1 OPERATIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS
The study team recommends constructing a vestibule 
outside of the cooler that will separate the +40 deg 
F Cooler from the harbor dock with a mechanically 
controlled environment.  This measure would include 
removal of the existing 24-feet x 16-feet overhead 
harbor dock door and replacing with two new 12-feet x 
12-feet insulated rapid roll doors.  In addition, construct 
a ±600 square feet vestibule with dividing wall to create 
two spaces – Each with an insulated rapid roll door to 
the harbor dock (as well as a rapid roll door from the 
vestibule into the cooler).  Costs under this heading 
tyupically relate to the creation of the vestibule, to avoid 
having the large overhead doors open for long periods 
of time.

1.2 MECHANICAL RECOMMENDATIONS
Items under this heading include recommendations as 
they relate to the equipment servicing the reefer and 
corrective measures that can improve current conditions, 
Items suchs as relocating defrost sensors, omitting 
condensate piping system, including new DDC system 
to control the units more efficiently and installing a new 
dedicated mini-split unit for the existing electrical room 
to reduce heating loads..

1.3 ENCLOSURE RECOMMENDATIONSL
Smoke and IR testing proved that items under this 
heading should be addressed to allow the Reefer to 
perofrm more effectivly and more efficiently. These 
tests found numerous areas of joints that allowed air to 
transfer quite freely. This section also addresses found 
defiiciencies in the sealing of some metal swing doors, 
access panels  and membrane falshings at joints. 
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Example interior vestibule for cost estimating purposes only, exact layout 
would need to be reviewed for proper flow from dock to reefer.



Cost Summary

1.1 OPERATIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS

New Vestibule (quantities listed in estimate).

System Descriptions
ARCHITECTURAL AND STRUCTURAL
The study team recommends constructing a vestibule 
outside of the cooler that will separate the +40 deg 
F Cooler from the harbor dock with a mechanically 
controlled environment.  This measure would include 
removal of the existing 24-feet x 16-feet overhead 
harbor dock door and replacing with two new 12-feet x 
12-feet insulated rapid roll doors.  In addition, construct 
a ±600 square feet vestibule with dividing wall to create 
two spaces – Each with an insulated rapid roll door to 
the harbor dock (as well as a rapid roll door from the 
vestibule into the cooler). 

MEPFP
The vestibule would be conditioned to +45 deg F and 
utilize an air cooled condensing unit and evaporator on 
each side sized for the load of the vestibule, estimated 
to  be approximately 8 tons total. Remove and re-install 
air curtains from existing exterior overhead doors to 
existing interior overhead doors. Furnish and install new 
air curtains at the new exerior vestibule doors. This also 
includes a new . The intent of this vestibule is to remove 
the moisture from door infiltration outside of the cooler 
space.

ELECTRICAL
Furnish and install new lighting at the new vestibule. Seal 
conduits per recommended detailing. 

New Vestibule
ESTIMATED COST
$386,778
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Emergency light fixture mounted to interior insulated panel, showing active moisture inside 
of fixture lens and dripping at bottom of unit, at New Bedford State Pier (MDFA).



Cost Summary

1.2 MECHANICAL SYSTEM RECOMMENDATIONS 

Replace Emergency Lighting Battery Units Damaged by 
Water (12 each).

System Descriptions
ELECTRICAL
The Emergency Lights in the Reefer experienced enough 
condensation to have damaged the units. The enclosed 
batteries that back-up the lights should there be a power 
failure are severly corroded, and therfore render the 
fixtures useless. While replacing these fixtures with 
working units will elevate the current protection level for 
life safety, it does not address the issue of condensation 
forming inside of the conduits. If repairs to the conduits 
is not performed, regular inspection and testing of the 
new emergency lights should be perfomed to ensure 
that they are opertating as intended.  

Emergency 
Lighting
ESTIMATED COST
$3,042

Emergency light fixture mounted to interior column (foreground) at New Bedford State Pier.
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Video still capture of electrican opening junction box which feeds power to LED fixtures, note 2 
continous streams of water evacuating junction box. There are 56 fixture locations (MDFA).



Cost Summary

1.2 MECHANICAL SYSTEM RECOMMENDATIONS

Inspect and Test Lighting Driver in Ceiling LED Fixtures 
for Ground Faults (56 each).

System Descriptions
ELECTRICAL
The General 2’x2’ LED Lights in the Reefer experienced 
enough condensation to potentially have damaged 
the units LED driver. Exposing the drivers to the 
condensation may have prematurely degraged the 
drivers, leading to corrosion, and therfore would render 
the fixtures useless. While inspecting and testing these 
units will shed light on the expected life expectancy, it 
does not address the issue of condensation forming 
inside of the conduits. If repairs to the conduits is not 
performed, regular inspection and testing of the drivers 
should be perfomed to ensure that they are opertating 
as intended.  

General 
Lighting
ESTIMATED COST
$2,898

General LED light fixtures mounted to interior metal eyehooks that penetrate insulated panels.
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Video still capture of electrican opening junction box which feeds power to mechaincal 
units, note 2 continous streams of water previoulsy evacuated junction box. Also note the 
condensation on the inside of the insulated panel, near these penetrations (MDFA).



Cost Summary

1.2 MECHANICAL SYSTEM RECOMMENDATIONS

Inspect and Test Ceiling Mounted Mechanical 
Connections (22 each).

System Descriptions
ELECTRICAL
The junction boxes serving the power to the refrigeration 
equipment in the Reefer experienced enough 
condensation to actively leak. When opened the junction 
boxes release built up water. While inspecting and 
testing these units will show problems that may be 
occuring to the woring and connections, it does not 
address the issue of condensation forming inside of 
the conduits. If repairs to the conduits is not performed, 
regular inspection and testing of the drivers should be 
perfomed to ensure that they are opertating as intended.  

Mechanical 
Connections
ESTIMATED COST
$3,416

Active water being released from mechanical unit junction box. 
Streams of water are visible existing the junction box.
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Cost Summary

1.2 MECHANICAL SYSTEM RECOMMENDATIONS

Inspect and Test Fire Alarm Devices for Ground Faults 
(25 each).

System Descriptions
ELECTRICAL
The Fire Alarm devices (horn strobes and pull stations) in 
the Reefer may have experienced enough condensation 
to potentially have damaged the devices. Exposing the 
devices to the condensation may have prematurely 
degraged the units, leading to corrosion, and therfore 
would render the devices useless. While inspecting 
and testing these units will shed light on the expected 
life expectancy, it does not address the issue of 
condensation forming inside of the conduits. If repairs 
to the conduits is not performed, regular inspection and 
testing of the devices should be perfomed to ensure that 
they are opertating as intended.  

Fire Alarm 
Devices
ESTIMATED COST
$3,881

Fire alarm devices mounted to wall that penetrate insulated panels.
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Example detail of proper penetration at the insulated panel, not from this project’s drawings.



Cost Summary

1.2 MECHANICAL SYSTEM RECOMMENDATIONS

Sealing Conduits (quantities listed in estimate).

System Descriptions
ELECTRICAL
We suspect that a major item that should be addressed 
is the conduit penetrations through the insulated metal 
panels. We were unable to locate any details in the 
as-builts provided to our team that showed haow the 
design team intended to seal the conduit penetrations. 

Since there is documented video, photographic and 
first hand observations of the condensation occurring 
and the subsequent water collecting inside of electrical 
panels,junction boxes and devices we tend to agree that 
the penetrations are not installed per industry standard. 

The method for correction would be to shutdown/lock 
out/tagout existing circuits, remove existing device/
connection and pull back wires to nearest junction 
box and save off fo re-installation. Then electricians 
would field cut, ream, bore and thread existing conduits, 
furnish and install new 5’ Schedule 80 PVC conduits 
and adapters. They would spray foam inside of the new 
conduits after re-feeding wires, caulk and foam around 
each penetrations and then furnish and install 3/4” min. 
Armaflex Pipe insulation around the new penetrations.

At this point reconnection and reinstallation of electrical 
devices could be completed, and activate circuts. 

If repairs to the conduits is not performed, regular 
inspection and testing of the electrical system should be 
perfomed to ensure that it are opertating as intended.  

Sealing 
Conduits
ESTIMATED COST
$120,292
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ADDENDA #1
As-built drawing of evaporators and direction of air flow. BWDG found that re-orienting these units would provide better airflow.

Typical ceiling hung evaporator.
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ADDENDA #1
As-built drawing of evaporators and direction of air flow. BWDG found that re-orienting these units would provide better airflow.

Cost Summary

1.2 MECHANICAL SYSTEM RECOMMENDATIONS

Evaporator Airflow Inconsistencies (13 each).

System Descriptions
MECHANICAL
The existing evaporators are laid out in a manner such 
that one unit (AC3A) is conditioning air and blowing 
it directly into another units intake (AC4A) which is 
essentially re-conditioning cooled conditioned air. To 
ensure consistent airflow distribution, it is advised to 
relocate evaporators in center of room (with rear of 
units towards each other) and discharge towards North 
and South Walls.  This will ensure the coolest airflow 
is distributed towards the product and not into other 
evaporators. 

Refigerant piping would need to be revised to suit new 
locations and orientations.

Condensate pumps and associated piping would 
be removed, and new gravity fed piping installed as 
identified in this report.

Control wiring would need to be revised to suit new 
locations and orientations.

ELECTRICAL
New electrical conduit penetrations should be installed 
per the sealing conduits scope identified in this report.

ARCHITECTURAL
In order to perform this work, insulated ceiling panels 
would need to be removed, stored and reinstalled where 
feasible. New panels may be required where existing 
penetrations cannot be prpoerly sealed  

.

Evaporator 
Airflow
ESTIMATED COST
$59,321
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Photograph of evaporator coil freezing (MDFA) photograph was taken 
prior to this study but provided to the study team.



Cost Summary

1.2 MECHANICAL SYSTEM RECOMMENDATIONS

Relocate Defrost Sensors on Evaporator Coils (13 each).

System Descriptions
MECHANICAL
Manufacturer recommendation is to furnish defrost 
sensor after inlet and before outlet of coil.  Upon 
review of coils in room, sensors are furnished in 
arbitrary places and not consistent with manufacturer’s 
recommendation.  Remove sensors and install per 
manufacturer’s recommendations.

Defrost  
Sensors  

ESTIMATED COST
$1,337
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Cost Summary

1.3 ENCLOSURE REPAIR RECOMMENDATIONS

Sealing Joints (quantities listed in estimate).

System Descriptions
ARCHITECTURAL
The Infrared Flir Testing and Smoke/Fog testing 
confirmed that gaps and breaches in the cooler 
enclosure (panel joints, penetrations and perimeter 
conditions) that cause air leakage are widespread. 

All substantial air leaks should be addressed to limit 
condensation, though the very large number of 
penetrations, complex nature of some penetrations and 
lack of access to the exterior side of the enclosurers 
at various locations (such as at exterior walls) makes 
sealing them reliably from the warm side (preferred)  
very difficult. 

The idea generally would be to remove all of the existing 
metal trim (salvage for re-installation) and existing butyl 
tape and sealants from all accessible joints. 

New work would include furnishing and installing new 
membrane flashing at all joints, smoke fog testing to 
ensure joints are properly sealed and then re-installing 
metal trim. 

At the existing concrete curb, the intent is to fill the gap 
between the insulated wall panels and the concrete curb 
with a pourable sealant to help stop air infiltration and 
isolate the curb with new applied rigid insulation and 
metal plate assemnbly to further decrese the thermal 
transmission. 

This also calls for replacement of existing hollow metal 
insualted doors with heavy duty insulated doors and 
new weatherstripping along with new refrigereator 
grade insulated roof hatches. 

Sealing Joints
ESTIMATED COST
$261,543
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New Bedford Pier 
Reefer Study – Mechanical and Electrical Narrative 

 

Date: April 11, 2019 AEI Job No. 19006.00 
To: Brian Valentine   
From: Charles Proctor Cc: Neal Bijlani 
Re:  
 

The following are brief recommendations regarding the mechanical and electrical 
services at the cooler unit. The recommendations focus on addressing condensation issues 
in and around the cooler that have been brought to our attention by the owner and are 
intended to be put in place in conjunction with recommendations from the other 
consulting engineers working on the project. Architectural Engineers visited the site on 
March 29th, 2019 to view site conditions and speak with the owners/operators. 

Mechanical 

1. Cooling serving the electrical room adjacent to the cooler is provided by a small 
exhaust fan with no makeup air. This is inadequate for the 75 kVa transformer 
located in the space. Additionally, there is an uninsulated door directly from the 
electrical room to the cooler that is not needed. This is a design oversight. 

a. Install 1-1 mini-split cooling unit with 24 MBH (2 ton) capacity and low ambient 
cooling. 

b. Replace existing door with insulated door or remove door and patch wall 
with insulated panel. 

2. Gas unit heaters and thermostats installed in the cooler are not appropriate for the 
cooler environment. Condensation on the inside of the cooler may cause 
premature failure of thermostats and gas heaters. This is a design error but is a low 
priority. 

a. Replace thermostats with industrial model specific for refrigerated 
environment (9 thermostats). 

b. Replace gas-fire unit heaters with equivalent electric unit heaters (9 units). 

3. Interstitial space above the cooler is heated by unit heaters and cooled by exhaust 
fans with intake air. Neither the heaters nor the fans are monitored by any central 
controller and access to this equipment is challenging. This is recommended for long 
term maintenance. 

a. Install temperature sensor in the interstitial space with high and low limit 
alarms. Alarms should read out to the central BMS or a panel mounted in a 
conspicuous location. 

Electrical 
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1. Water has infiltrated branch circuit conduits feeding equipment inside the cooler 
and has caused failures and intermittent outages. From our investigation It appears 
that the water infiltration is being caused by the method by which the conduits 
have been sealed at the penetration to the cooler. 

a. Seal all electrical, fire alarm conduits penetrating the cooler per the 
attached details including pvc conduit at the penetration to prevent thermal 
bridging. (approx. 200 penetrations) 

b. Replace (12)  emergency lighting battery units damaged by water. 

c. Inspect and test (56) lighting drivers in ceiling LED fixtures for ground faults. 

d. Inspect and test (25)  fire alarm devices for ground faults. 

e. Inspect and test (22) ceiling mounted mechanical equipment connection 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Design Group Facility Solutions, Inc. (Design Group) was retained to identify measures to mitigate 
condensation at New Bedford State Pier, Building two.  This report is a more comprehensive narrative 
that was issued April 5, 2019.  For purpose of this report, Building Two will be the focus.  Information 
within the report was obtained from client meetings, site visit and review of most recent construction 
documents and submittals. 

BUILDING OVERVIEW 

New Bedford State Pier is a multi-building complex located in New Bedford, MA.  Building Two is a ±26,000 
Sq. Ft. cold storage cooler and shares a common wall with a dry storage area (Building One).  Both of these 
“buildings” intended use is to store clementines until trucks pick them up.  This report will identify daily 
operation (during storage season), existing room construction, existing mechanical systems in place, 
issues that cause condensation and mitigation methods so the owner can successfully operate the space 
as intended.  A second part of the report includes measures not related to condensation mitigation, but 
for improvement of system operation and end user access. 

During the months of November to May, transportation ships dock boats at the bay and fork trucks unload 
pallets of clementine’s onto the harbor dock where they are separated.  Clementine’s that are cooled to 
+40 deg F are transported by electric and propane fork trucks and loaded directly into Building Two in 8-
12 hour shifts.  Fork truck operators are constantly going in and out and leave the large overhead door
open the duration of this time.  Building Two is intended to be mechanically cooled at +40 deg F through
the use of Freon split systems.  The fruit in the cooler is eventually transported by truck to clients within
the US.  Clementines that are in ambient (dry) pallets are stored in Building One.  Ambient temperature
clementines are eventually loaded onto trucks and delivered to clients in Canada.  Fork truck operators
stay within building two to load the trucks with cold product, whereas operators loading ambient product
require to pass through from Building One to Building Two to load the trucks.  The doors separating
Building One from Building Two are often left open while dry product is loaded onto the trucks.

Building two is constructed as a “box within a box” design where the existing building materials are still in 
place, but new walls and ceilings were constructed using Insulated Metal Panels (IMP).  Such materials for 
the thermal envelope are commonly used in construction of Coolers.  A 24-foot wide X 16’ high door 
separates the outside harbor dock from the +40 deg F Cooler.  This is the door that remains open during 
transport of product from harbor dock into cooler.  In addition to this door, Two (2) larger overhead doors 
separated Building One from Building Two.  These are the doors that remain open during transport of 
ambient fruit from Building One to the transportation trucks.  There are two refrigerated truck docks that 
are accessible from Building Two.  A larger truck dock with five truck bays and a smaller truck dock with 
three (3) truck bays.  The floor of the building is concrete and poured on grade. 
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BUILDING OVERVIEW - CONTINUED 

Building Two is mechanically cooled using R-448A Freon (refrigerant) and is intended to maintain +40 deg 
F. Evaporators furnished in Building Two have a total capacity of 165 Tons of Refrigerant (TR).  This coil
capacity is divided between eight (8) 20 TR evaporators and one (1) 5 TR evaporator.  Serving these
evaporators are five (5) air cooled condensing units located on the roof.  Evaporators furnished in Building
Two utilize air to defrost the coils.  Condensate from the coils is pumps from the drain pan overhead to
an interstitial space created from the existing building and the new IMP ceiling panels.  The evaporators
are arranged with multiple variations of airflow patterns.  Some units are furnished to discharge air from
the building perimeter to the center, some are arranged in series to discharge air into the rear of another
and some are staggered in the space.  Reviewing the most recent “As-Built” drawings from Harrold
Brothers, the Freon systems are set up with an average of 14 deg F superheat.  The system controllers are
a KE2 that is furnished on the evaporator and communicates with a local Direct Digital Control (DDC)
system.  The condensing unit and evaporators are powered individually.  The condensing units are
powered by Full Voltage, Non-Reversing type starters (FVNR) while the evaporators fans are powered by
Variable Frequeuncy Drives (VFD).  VFD’s were furnished after the system was originally installed due to
high face velocity across the coils.  The end user has access to monitor and change certain control
setpoints on a computer at the facility.

The larger and smaller truck docks are also mechanically cooled utilizing R-448A Refrigerant  and intended 
to maintain +40 deg F.  Evaporators furnished in the space have a total capacity of 20 TR and 11 TR 
respectively.  These units also use air cooled condensing units to reject heat and condense the Freon to a 
liquid.  Units in the docks are arranged to discharge air from the exterior walls toward the middle of the 
room.  Coils are defrosted using electric defrost and the condensate from the drain pans are also pumped 
to a forced main in the interstitial space above. 

Located over the large 24-feet x 16-feet overhead door that opens to the harbor dock are two (2) air 
curtains sized for a door height such as this.  The top panel of the overhead door required that the air 
curtains be installed a few feet away from the door to avoid installation conflict. 

Building Two is also fitted with gas fired unit heaters located in the space and controlled from local, digital 
thermostats.  Serving the interstitial space there are six (6) exhaust fans and four (4) intake hoods on the 
roof that serve as ventilation for the interstitial space (for reference, not within scope of this report). 
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BUILDING ASSESSMENT 

The retrofit of the existing building seems to be of common practice.  The use of 4-inch IMP on ceiling and 
walls created a ±R-30 thermal envelope and vapor barrier that is accepted construction of a room of this 
use.  The refrigeration systems in place provide ±158 square feet/TR of capacity and has ample capacity 
to cool the space and appears to be operating correctly.  However, the operation of the overhead doors 
is the largest contributing factor for the condensation issues at the facility.  Leaving these doors open 
during the 8 to 12 hour loading periods allows warm moist air to condense on the cold surfaces within the 
cooler.  The following measures will mitigate the potential for condensation to form, and allow the 
building owner to operate the space as intended. 

CONDENSATION CORRECTIVE MEASURES 

Operational Issues 

Design Group recommends constructing a vestibule outside of the cooler that will separate the +40 deg F 
Cooler from the harbor dock with a mechanically controlled environment.  This measure would include 
removal of the existing 24-feet x 16-feet overhead harbor dock door and replacing with two new 12-feet 
x 12-feet insulated rapid roll doors.  In addition, construct a ±600 square feet vestibule with dividing wall 
to create two spaces – Each with an insulated rapid roll door to the harbor dock (as well as a rapid roll 
door from the vestibule into the cooler).  The vestibule would be conditioned to +45 deg F and utilize an 
air cooled condensing unit and evaporator on each side sized for the load of the vestibule, estimated to 
be approximately 8 tons total. 

The intent of this vestibule is to remove the moisture from door infiltration outside of the cooler space. 
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ADDITIONAL COOLER RECOMMENDATIONS 

The following measures may not mitigate condensation in Building Two but may enhance the overall 
operation of the equipment and end user’s capability to control the space: 

Evaporator Airflow Inconsistencies: To ensure consistent airflow distribution, it is advised to relocate 
evaporators in center of room (with rear of units towards each other) and discharge towards North and 
South Walls.  This will ensure the coolest airflow is distributed towards the product and not into other 
evaporators.  

Condensate Pumps in Drain Pans: Condensate pumps for defrost drain lines are common in spaces where 
ceiling height is low and it is not possible to pitch the drain line properly.  This is not the case for this 
building.  It is recommended to remove the condensate pumps at each evaporator drain pan and cap the 
risers connecting to the forced main above.  Pipe a new 3-inch defrost drain line on each side of the room 
and terminate outside with a splash block.  This measure will provide positive drainage from the pan and 
reduce the risk of over flooding the drain pan onto the floor. 

Defrost Sensors on Evaporator Coils: Manufacturer recommendation is to furnish defrost sensor after inlet 
and before outlet of coil.  Upon review of coils in room, sensors are furnished in arbitrary places and not 
consistent with manufacturer’s recommendation.  Remove sensors and install per manufacturer’s 
recommendations. 

During a meeting at the site, the owner’s representative expressed interest in remote access to the 
system’s function and parameters.  For purpose of this report, an overview of parameters can be 
identified, this measure would require additional knowledge of the system and can be determined prior 
to an engineering design.  The existing control system would be used with all existing control points to 
communicate with a secondary controller with wireless access.  The following points would be included 
within the Networks Architecture and monitored through a custom user platform: 

1. Input/Outputs of 9 evaporators and 5 condensers in Cooler (Zone 1)
2. Input/Outputs of 2 evaporators and 1 condenser in Large/Small Truck Docks (Zone 2,3)
3. Sensor Inputs
4. VFD Control
5. Condenser Control
6. Output of Local Faults/Warnings from local system panels
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Qualifications / Clarifications:
1 Labor costs included at local prevailing wage rates.
2 The following mark ups area used:

General Conditions 10.00%
Overhead & Profit 10.00%
Design Contingency 20.00%
Escalation (assumed) 3.50%

3 The estimate assumes all long-lead items can be pre-purchased to meet schedule requirements.
4 The estimate is based on the premise that the design will meet all codes, laws, ordinances, rules, and

regulations in effect at the time that the estimate was prepared. The estimate shall be adjusted should 
any discrepancies between design and the aforementioned codes, laws or ordinances result in, 
or require, an increase in the Cost of the Work

The estimate excludes the following:
1 A-E Fees.
2 Overtime.
3 Hazardous materials abatement.
4 Loose furniture and equipment (FF&E Items).
5 Art & Graphics.
6 Security System, Equipment /Devices by Others.
7 Builder’s Risk Insurance.
8 Third party commissioning costs.
9 Costs associated with air monitoring/clearance sampling.

10 Sitework (Exterior Improvements, Utilities)
11 Additional recommendations including all testing and survey work is excluded.
12 Tenant relocation costs.
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AMOUNT AMOUNT AMOUNT

OPTION 1.1 OPTION 1.2 OPTION 1.3

OPERATIONAL MECHANICAL ENCLOSURE

1. DEMOLITION $5,850 $4,500 $17,440

2. STRUCTURAL $14,500 $0 $0

3. ARCHITECTURAL $265,142 $8,000 $244,094

4. MEPFP $35,526 $530,736 $0

SUB TOTAL $321,018 $543,236 $261,534

GENERAL CONDITIONS 10% $32,102 $54,324 $26,153

SUB TOTAL $353,119 $597,560 $287,687

OVERHEAD & PROFIT 10% $35,312 $59,756 $28,769

SUB TOTAL $388,431 $657,316 $316,456

DESIGN CONTINGENCY 20% $77,686 $131,463 $63,291

SUB TOTAL $466,117 $788,779 $379,747

ESCALATION 3.5% $16,314 $27,607 $13,291

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST $482,432 $816,386 $393,039

STUDY ESTIMATE
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SUMMARY
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DESCRIPTION QUANTITY UNIT UNIT PR AMOUNT

DEMOLITION / SITEWORK
Remove existing overhead door, 24'x16' 1 EA 1,675.00 1,675
Remove existing overhead door, 12'x12' 2 EA 837.50 1,675

Misc. demolition/sitework, removals and carting away of debris 1 LS 2,500.00 2,500

Abatement of Hazardous Materials Excluded

5,850

STRUCTURAL
Infill opening over rolling door 1 LS 12,000.00 12,000
Allow for bollards at door openings 1 LS 2,500.00 2,500

14,500

ARCHITECTURAL
Rapid roll doors with motion sensors, 12'x12' 6 EA 30,000.00 180,000
Partitions incl. insulated panels at new vestibule 2,671 SF 30.00 80,142

Misc. finishes (patch/paint, wall and door protection, bollards) 1 LS 5,000.00 5,000

265,142

MEPFP
Mechanical

Remove and re-install air curtains from exterior to interior 
overhead doors 2 EA 2,219.95 4,440
Air curtains at new exterior vestibule doors 2 EA 5,302.83 10,606
Miscellaneous Costs incl. Mobilization, Lifting/Hoisting, 
Balancing, Tagging/Identification, Shop Drawings & Submittals, 
Testing & Commissioning 1 LS 5,000.00 5,000

Electrical
Lighting at new vestibules 1 LS 15,480.00 15,480

35,526

SUB TOTAL 321,018

STUDY ESTIMATE
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DESCRIPTION QUANTITY UNIT UNIT PR AMOUNT

DEMOLITION / SITEWORK
Remove metal ceiling panels (salvage to reinstall) 200 LOC 10.00 2,000

Misc. demolition/sitework, removals and carting away of debris 1 LS 2,500.00 2,500

Abatement of Hazardous Materials Excluded

4,500

STRUCTURAL

0

ARCHITECTURAL
Reinstall salvaged metal ceiling panels 200 LOC 15.00 3,000

Misc. finishes (patch/paint, wall and door protection, bollards) 1 LS 5,000.00 5,000

8,000

MEPFP
Mechanical
Cooler Unit

Demolition
Remove Controls and Wiring throughout the cooler 27,000 GSF 0.94 25,245
Remove Condensate Pump w/ Associated Piping 13 EA 102.85 1,337

New Work
Equipment

8 Ton Condensing Unit 1 EA 26,057.00 26,057
4 Ton Evaporating Unit 2 EA 19,851.30 39,703
Relocate Evaporators with additional piping as required 13 EA 2,557.00 33,241

Piping
Refrigerant Piping 300 LF 17.34 5,203
Condensate/Defrost Drain Piping 200 LF 37.03 7,406
Insulation 500 LF 9.27 4,634

Controls
Control Points (including controls for existing units for new 
BMS) 90 PTS 955.90 86,031
Relocate Defrost Sensors 1 LS 1,337.05 1,337
Programming, Tie-In, Headend equipment, Panels, etc. 1 LS 9,100.00 9,100

Miscellaneous

STUDY ESTIMATE
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DESCRIPTION QUANTITY UNIT UNIT PR AMOUNT

STUDY ESTIMATE
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1.2 MECHANICAL SYSTEM RECOMMENDATIONS

Miscellaneous Costs incl. Mobilization, Lifting/Hoisting, 
Balancing, Tagging/Identification, Shop Drawings & 
Submittals, Testing & Commissioning 1 LS 14,900.00 14,900

Electrical Room
Demolition

Remove Thermostat 9 EA 82.28 741
Remove Unit Heaters 9 EA 102.85 926

New Work
Equipment

Split System: 2 Tons 1 EA 13,800.00 13,800
Electric Unit Heaters 9 EA 1,122.28 10,100

Piping
Refrigerant Piping 60 LF 17.34 1,041
Condensate Drain Piping 30 LF 37.03 1,111
Insulation 90 LF 9.27 834

Controls
Control Points 18 PTS 955.90 17,206
Thermostat (Industrial Model) 9 EA 417.85 3,761
Temperature Sensor in interstitial space 1 EA 402.85 403
Programming, Tie-In, etc. 1 LS 2,720.00 2,720

Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous Costs incl. Mobilization, Lifting/Hoisting, 
Balancing, Tagging/Identification, Shop Drawings & 
Submittals, Testing & Commissioning 1 LS 4,150.00 4,150

Electrical
Sealing Conduits

Shutdown/Lock out/tagout existing circuits (Allow) 1 LS 4,140.00 4,140
Remove existing device/connection, pull back wires to 
nearest junction box and save off for re-installation 200 EA 77.63 15,525
Field cut, ream, bore, and thread existing conduits 400 EA 15.53 6,210
Furnish and Install Conduits, Adapters as Necessary 200 LOC 207.38 41,475
Schedule 80 PVC Conduit - Allow 5LF Each 1,000 LF 9.50 9,500
Furnish and Install 3/4" Thick Armaflex Pipe Insulation & 
Spray Foam 1,000 LF 9.85 9,848
Caulk & Foam Around Existing Pipes 200 EA 20.60 4,119
Reinstall Electrical Connection/Device & Activate Circuit 200 EA 147.38 29,475

Misc. Electrical Work/Testing (No New Conduit & Wiring)
Replace Emergency Lighting Battery Units Damaged by 
Water 12 EA 253.50 3,042
Inspect and Test Lighting Driver in Ceiling LED Fixture for 
Ground Faults 56 EA 51.75 2,898
Inspect and Test Fire alarm Devices for Ground Faults 25 EA 155.25 3,881
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DESCRIPTION QUANTITY UNIT UNIT PR AMOUNT

STUDY ESTIMATE
NEW BEDFORD STATE PIER 

1.2 MECHANICAL SYSTEM RECOMMENDATIONS

Inspect and Test Ceiling Mounted Mechanical Connections 22 EA 155.25 3,416

Mechanical Work - Electrical Room
Split System Electrical Connection 1 EA 1,444.50 1,445
Electric Unit Heaters Connections 9 EA 490.50 4,415
Conduit & Wire for Split Units 150 LF 38.70 5,805
Conduit & Wire for Unit Heaters 585 LF 18.75 10,969

Mechanical Work - Cooler 
Condensing Unit Electrical Connection 2 EA 1,444.50 2,889
Air Curtain Electrical Connection 2 EA 490.50 981
Evaporators Electrical Connections 13 EA 490.50 6,377
Conduit & Wire for Condensing Unit 300 LF 38.70 11,610
Conduit & Wire for Air Curtains 300 LF 38.70 11,610
Conduit & Wire for Evaporator 845 LF 18.75 15,844

Misc. Electrical Engineering, Temp Lighting Etc. 1 LS 14,280.00 14,280

530,736

SUB TOTAL 543,236
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DESCRIPTION QUANTITY UNIT UNIT PR AMOUNT

DEMOLITION / SITEWORK
Remove existing butyl tape and metal trim (salvage metal trim 
to reinstall) 4,000 LF 2.10 8,400

Remove spray foam, putty and sealant at existing penetrations 200 EA 10.00 2,000
Remove hollow metal swing doors, frame to remain 5 EA 135.00 675
Remove access hatch doors 7 EA 195.00 1,365

Misc. demolition/sitework, removals and carting away of debris 1 LS 5,000.00 5,000

Abatement of Hazardous Materials Excluded

17,440

STRUCTURAL

0

ARCHITECTURAL
New butyl tape and salvaged metal trim 4,000 LF 13.80 55,200
Sealants

Sealants at wall to ceiling joints and at the base of the wall 4,000 LF 4.80 19,200
Pourable sealant between curb and cooler wall 2,000 LF 7.00 14,000
Sealants at penetrations 200 EA w/Electrical Option 2
Sealants at perimeter of existing windows 30 LF 4.80 144

Membrane flashing at joints 4,000 LF 7.50 30,000
Membrane flashing at penetrations 200 EA 30.00 6,000
Extruded polystyrene insulation on concrete curb 2,000 LF 3.40 6,800
Sheet metal cover over insulation 2,000 LF 12.50 25,000

New Insulated fiberglass doors and frames 5 EA 5,000.00 25,000
Refrigerator-grade insulated access hatch doors 7 EA 3,500.00 24,500

Weather-strip existing doors 11 EA 1,500.00 16,500

Sealing at all conduits w/Electrical Option 2
Sheet metal collar incl. insulation at heater flue 1 LS 6,750.00 6,750

Misc. finishes (patch/paint, wall and door protection, bollards) 1 LS 15,000.00 15,000

STUDY ESTIMATE
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1.3 ENCLOSURE REPAIR RECOMMENDATIONS
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DESCRIPTION QUANTITY UNIT UNIT PR AMOUNT
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1.3 ENCLOSURE REPAIR RECOMMENDATIONS

244,094

MEPFP

0

SUB TOTAL 261,534
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